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Abstract:
The combination of ultrafiltration technique with competing ligand exchange method provides a better understanding of interactions between Ni and different molecular weight fraction of humic acid
(HA) at varying pH. This study suggests that the concentrations of aggregated HA (HA with higher
molecular weight) become high at acidic condition (lower pH) and the molecular weight of HA
gradually decreases with the increasing pH. The disaggreagation property of HA which involves the
release of monomers from the surface of the aggregates produces HAs of different intermediate molecular weight with different Ni complexing capacity. It is observed that Ni prefers to form strong
complexes with HAs of lower molecular weight at higher pH but it usually forms weak complexes
with HA of higher molecular weight.
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1. Introduction:
The interactions between trace metals and DOC determine bioavailability, toxicity and mobility of
trace metals in a system [1–6]. Molecular size distribution of DOC have attracted much attention in
recent years since the fate and transport of trace metals are found to be partially controlled by the
size/molecular weight of dissolved organics [7-9].
Humic substances (mainly composed by humic and fulvic acid), predominant components of DOC in
natural waters, are usually supramolecular association of small organic molecules with functional
groups for cation binding [10, 11]. It is reported that humic may form relatively large aggregates (by
H-bonding and van der Waal’s attraction) and these aggregates are able to disaggregate/reaggregate,
depending on the nature and concentration of humics and pH of the medium [12–16]. The stability,
lability and mobility of metal-humate complexes in natural environments are dependent on aggregational/disaggregational properties of humic substances. In aquatic environment, knowledge of size
distribution of DOC and their metal complexing capacity is thus essential to understand mobility and
ultimate fate of metal-DOC complexes in natural system. However, there is no single analytical
method which can provide definitive structural or functional information about DOC [17–19].
Among non-destructive analytical methods applied for the characterisation of DOC fractions, high
pressure size-exclusion chromatography (HP-SEC) [20–23], fluorescence spectroscopy [24–27], specific ultraviolet absorbance (SUVA) [28–30], dialysis [31–34] and ultrafiltration techniques [35–43]
appear to be useful
It is well known that in dialysis technique, the test solution is separated by a dialysis membrane,
which will allow only solutes of a certain size to diffuse through. However, this technique is time
consuming and limits its application in environmental studies.
In size exclusion chromatography, the solutes are separated in chromatographic columns based on
their molecular size. Significant errors could be introduced because of the potential chemical interactions among the column packing, the eluent and the organic components [44, 45].
Ultrafiltration technique is a pressure-modified, convective process. This technique uses semipermeable membranes to separate species by molecular size, shape and/or charge (Amicon, 1995).
Ultrafiltration is a relatively cheap, nondestructive and reagent-free technique. Fractionation is
achieved by passing the sample solution through different molecular weight cut-off (MWCO) membranes using either serial or parallel procedure. In addition to that the ultrafiltration technique is ca-
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pable of processing large volume samples [44]. Ultrafiltration techniques are being widely used for
fractionation study of DOC in aqueous phase [35-43].
The development of analytical technique is required for better understanding of metal-dissolved organic carbon (DOC) interactions in aquatic environment. Ultrafiltration technique was used in this
study to separate the distributed metal (in this case nickel) in the different molecular weight fraction
of Humic Acid (HA) at different pH. Competing ligand exchange (CLE) method which can provide
valuable information of Ni-DOC complexes (concentrations and their dissociation rate constants)
was applied to understand the nature of interactions between Ni and different molecular weight fractions of HA in aqueous medium. Ultrafiltration technique coupled with competing ligand exchange
method was expected to provide more comprehensive picture and insight into the physical and the
chemical characteristics of Ni species.
The aim of this study was to combine ultrafiltration technique with competing ligand exchange
method to provide a better understanding of Ni–DOC interactions (of different molecular weight) in
aqueous medium at varying pH.
2.Materials and methods
2.1 Reagents and materials:
Chelex 100 chelating resin (Sigma-Aldrich, Fluka Analytical, 100–200 mesh, sodium form) was prepared for the kinetic extraction experiment as described by Price et al, 100 cm3. ICP Standard (Merck
Millipore, Germany) containing Ni (10 mg.dm-3 each) was used. 60% ultrapure nitric acid (Merck,
Dramstadt, Germany) was used to prepare 10% (v/v) nitric acid to wash the filtration unit.
Ultrapure water of resistivity 18.2MΩ cm-1 was obtained direct from a Milli-Q Integral water purifycation system (Millipore, India) ultrapure water system. Screw-cap Teflon bottles were used as reactors and containers for collecting and storing water samples and reagents. These bottles were precleaned by following the procedure described by Chakrabarti et al. [46]. The Teflon reactor was
equilibrated with the test solutions before using it for ultrafiltration and kinetic runs.
2.2 Cascade Ultrafiltration.
The separation of the HA with different molecular weight fraction of HA (dissolved phase) was carried out by using an Amicon Ultrafiltration Stirred Cell 8400 (Beverley, MA, USA). The ultrafiltration membranes (regenerated cellulose, diameter of 76mm, Millipore corporation, Billerica,MA)
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with a nominal cut off of 300 kDa, 100 kDa, 50 kDa, 30 kDa, 10 kDa, 5 kDa and 1 kDa were used.
The ultrafiltration set up is presented in Figure 1.
At each step of the ultrafiltration, 400 cm3 of the filtered solution was kept (in an acid cleaned Teflon
container) for kinetic speciation study. To determine the possible retention of trace elements by
chemical reaction with membranes, blank filter tests were performed.
2.3 Competing ligand exchange method
Appropriate amount of wet Chelex 100 chelating resin (1% w/v wet weight) was added to the filtered
sample. The mixture was stirred with a Teflon-coated magnetic stirring bar. Samples (1.0 cm3) were
collected during the course of the kinetic experiments after filtration through a 0.22 μm Millex syringe filter. The decrease in the concentration of total dissolved Ni in the sample solution was determined by measuring Ni concentration in each sample by using ICPMS.
2.4 Determination of total metal concentrations by ICPMS
An ICPMS (Thermo FISCHER ICP-MS, X series 2, Germany) was used for the determination of the
total metals concentrations. The radio-frequency power was set at 1400W. Plasma gas, auxiliary gas
and carrier gas flows were 13, 0.7 and 0.87 l.min−1, respectively. The operating condition of ICP-MS
has been reported in our previous study [47, 48].
The sensitivity of the ICP-MS instrument was monitored throughout the measurements by analyzing
certified reference material (HISS-1, MESS-3, and PACS-2 from the National Research Council
Canada) followed by a reagent blank between every 10 samples. If the sensitivity changed more than
5 % during an experiment, a correction factor was used to correct for the drift.
Total Organic Carbon (TOC) was determined by using Total Organic Carbon Analyzer from Shimadzu Corporation. The model used was TOC-VCPH + ASI-V (incorporating magnetic stirrer).
3. Theory:
3.1 KINETIC THEORY
The kinetic model developed by Olson and Shuman [49] has been adapted [50–56] to study the dissociation of a metal complex, ML, where M is a metal ion and L is a macromolecular, polyfunctional
complexant, such as a humic substance, having binding sites of different chemical affinities (the
charges on M and L have been omitted for simplicity). In the complexant L, the metal M is bound to
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multiple sites in L, all of which dissociate independently and simultaneously at a rate that depends on
the nature of the functional group, its position on the macromolecules, and the residual charge. The
dissociation is assumed to be first-order. Consider an aqueous mixture of n components, in which
each component, designated MLi, exists in equilibrium with its dissociation products:
k1
⎯⎯
⎯→
ML i ←
⎯⎯⎯ M + L i

(slow) (1)

k −1

where k1 and k-1 are the rate constants for the forward and the reverse reactions, respectively. CLEM
uses chemical competition with Chelex 100 chelating resin (solid) as the competing ligand. When
Chelex is added in sufficient excess it reacts with M as follows:

Chelex + M

k

2⎯→
⎯⎯⎯
←⎯⎯
⎯⎯
k -2

(fast) (2)

Chelex - M

The model assumes that
1. Reaction (2) is much faster than reaction (1), and
2. [Chelex] >> [M]
Because [Chelex] >> [M], reaction (2) is pseudo-first-order. Since k2 is large, as has been determined
by inductively coupled plasma - mass spectrometry (ICP-MS), and with Chelex in sufficient excess,
the condition k2 [Chelex] >> k -1 [L] holds, and the overall reaction

Chelex + ML i → Chelex - M + L i

(3)

is shifted to the right. Hence, the rate of formation of the M-Chelex complex is determined by the
rate of dissociation of ML in reaction (1), and the rate expression is simply:

dC MLi
dC M-Chelex
= = k1 C MLi
dt
dt

(4)

The two assumptions made above have been fulfilled: the first assumption, by our previous studies
using ICP-MS, and the second assumption, by taking a sufficient excess of Chelex 100 chelating
resin over the very low concentration of the trace metal ions present in the water samples.
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If each complex, MLi, undergoes, independently and simultaneously, a first-order or pseudo-firstorder dissociation reaction, the sum of the concentrations of all components of the complex ML remaining undissociated at time, t, C(t) can be described as:
n

C (t ) =

∑ Cio exp (-k i t )

(5)

i =1

where Cio is the initial concentration of MLi , the ith component. The C(t) is measured using ICPMS
by measuring the uptake of metal ion by Chelex 100 as a function of time.
3.2 Disjunctive and Adjunctive Pathways

The kinetic speciation model described above is based on the assumption that the overall ligandexchange reactions are primarily influenced by the dissociation of ML. The slow dissociation of ML
to give M and L, followed by a fast reaction with the competing ligand, Chelex 100, (equations 1 and
2) is known as the disjunctive pathway. Dissociation of ML is a fundamental process in natural systems. The first-order rate constant of the disjunctive pathway is simply the rate constant for the slow
step (equation 1), dissociation of the metal complex, ML. However, it is conceivable that the reactions may proceed via the adjunctive pathway, which is based on direct attack by the competing
ligand followed by loss of the original ligand, L, as shown in equations (6) and (7).
ML + Chelex ⎯⎯→ Chelex − M − L

(6)

Chelex − M − L ⎯⎯→ M − Chelex + L

(7)

The observed rate constants for the adjunctive pathway are strongly influenced by the nature of the
arbitrarily chosen probe ligand (i.e. steric and electrostatic factors and by protonation of the incoming ligand) since either formation or dissociation of the intermediate ternary complex can be ratelimiting. Consequently, little relevant information can be inferred about the processes in natural systems from the adjunctive pathway. Both the disjunctive and the adjunctive pathways generally contribute to the observed, overall rate constant; however, conditions may be chosen to so that one
pathway predominates. Although the formation of mixed ligand complexes of the type Chelex-M-L
(i.e. the adjunctive pathway) has been considered, recent studies indicate that the disjunctive pathway
predominates under the experimental conditions used in this work.
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4. Results and discussion
4.1 Dynamic (aggregation and disaggregation) behaviour of humic substances at different pH:

According to the new view, humic substances are collections of diverse, relatively low molecular
mass components forming dynamic associations stabilized by hydrophobic interactions and hydrogen
bonds. However, the intermolecular interactions between the humic components and the pathways by
which the associations emerge are not clearly known.
Variation in the structure (size) of humic substances as a function of pH has been reported by Chakraborty [16] using Cd metal as a probe. It has been reported that the increasing pH, start to disaggregate HA to loose some of their building blocks due to the increasing charge density and thus, reduces
the size (thus Molecular weight) of humic substances. This process usually opens up new binding
sites in the HA molecules. Although the sizes of the HA are related to their charge via protonation
and ionic strength effects. However, their swelling and shrinking is largely limited due to their
largely branched structure. Recent studies by atomic force microscopy have supported the observation that HS generally exist as small, semi rigid spherocolloids at environmentally relevant pH and
ionic strengths.
This study suggests that the changes in pH of the medium have tremendous effects on the aggregation/disaggregation properties of humic substances. Figure 2 shows the variation in concentrations of
HA fractions of different molecular weights at different pHs. The concentration (relative percentage)
of HA with molecular weight in between 300-30 kDa was highest (18.7%) at pH 5.5. However, the
concentrations gradually decreased (0.02%) with the increasing pH to 7.5. This finding suggest that
the increasing pH of the medium increase the charge density within the structure of HA and the
process of disaggregation of HA increases and HA of lower molecular weight forms. It is evident
from Fig. 2 that the relative percentage of HA with molecular weight in between 30-10 kDa gradually decreased with the increasing pH of the medium. The concentrations of HA with molecular
weight in between 10-5 kDa gradually increased with the increasing pH from 5.5 to 6 and remained
unchanged till pH 7. However, the concentrations of HA of this fraction suddenly decreased when
the pH was changed to 7.5.
The variation in concentration of HA (with molecular weight less than 5 kDa) at different pH shows
that the concentration of HA with molecular weight less than 5 kDa were relatively high at all the pH
(Fig. 2).
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The variation in relative concentrations of HA of different molecular weight fraction suggests that
HA of higher molecular weight gradually undergoes disaggregation. Aggregated HA molecules first
disaggregate to form HA of medium molecular weight. HA of medium molecular weight further undergoes disaggregation to lower molecular weight and so on. It is evident from Fig. 2 that the relative
percentage of HA with higher molecular weight (in between 300-30 kDa) gradually decreased with
increasing pH and the concentrations of HA of low molecular weight (less than 5 kDa) gradually increased with the increasing pH of the medium. It is interesting to note that the concentrations of HA
with medium molecular weight (in between 30-10 and 10-5 kDa) initially were found to increase and
then decrease with the further increase in pH. This study suggests that the HA of medium molecular
weight were formed as intermediate with the increasing pH of the aquatic system.
A small but significant increase in the diffusion coefficients of the HA has been reported [57] as a
function of increasing pH. The mechanism proposed by Marcelo and Wilkinson [57] involves the
release of monomers from the surface of the aggregates of HA. It has been reported that pH markedly affect the disaggregation rate of humics. It has been [57] reported that at pH higher than 4.5, the
disaggregation rate increases more than 3 orders of magnitude per pH unit increase.
This is the first reported study to understand the dynamic structural behaviour by using simple ultrafiltration technique. Further studies were performed to understand the interactions between
nickel(Ni) with humic substances of different molecular weight fraction at different pH.
4.2 Distribution of total nickel with different molecular weight fractions of HA:

Association of Ni with different molecular weight fraction of dissolved HA in model solutions at
three different pHs are presented in Fig 3.
The total dissolved concentrations of Ni in the experimental solutions were found to decrease with
the separation of HA of different molecular weights from the solutions. These observations suggest
that Ni was associated with HA of different molecular weight fractions.
Figure 3 shows that Ni prefers to associate with the HA of low molecular weight (1-5 kDa) followed
by the HA of relatively higher molecular weight (10-30 kDa). Approximate 53% of the total dissolved Ni was associated with the lower molecular weight fraction of the HA. However, 20% of the
total dissolved Ni was found to associate with the HA of higher molecular weight (above 100 kDa) at
pH 6.
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The distribution of Ni at pH 7 was found to differ from the distribution observed at pH 6. Approximate 50% of the total dissolved Ni was found to associate with HA of molecular weight varied from
100-10 kDa. It was found that 22% of the total Ni was bound with HA of molecular weight in between 30-50 kDa.
The major fraction of Ni was found to associate with HA with lower molecular weight (10-5 and 5-1
kDa) at pH 8. An approximate 48 and 29% of the total dissolved Ni were found to associate with HA
with molecular weight in between 10-5 and <1 kDa. The determination of total Ni concentrations
associated with different molecular weight fraction of HA helps us understand the distribution of Ni
within the different molecular weight fraction of HA. This study suggests that the different molecular
weight fractions of HA had different affinities and complexing capacities for Ni at different pH.
However, it is impossible to understand the nature (dynamic or inert) of Ni complexes with different
molecular weight fractions of HA. Thus, further investigation was carried out to provide a better understanding of Ni-HA complexes in the model solutions.
4.3 Kinetic speciation of Ni with different molecular weight fraction of HA:

The kinetic curves obtained from the speciation experiments, given in Figs.4, 5 and 6, show the
changes in concentrations of dissolved Ni (concentrations of Ni associated with HA) as a function of
time in the solution (containing chelex resin as a competing ligand). Each curve displayed an exponential decrease in Ni concentration in the aquatic solution with respect to time. The curved solid
lines represent the results from the non-linear regression analysis, and the corresponding numerical
results that describe the fitted data are presented in Table 1. Each kinetically-distinguishable component is expressed as a fraction of the total concentrations of Ni in the solutions (i.e. as a percentage of
the total Ni concentrations).
The experimental data obtained from the speciation experiments were fitted to a two component
model because it was the simplest model that gave an adequate statistical and visual fit to the data
(i.e. good representation of the system) [58]. Although use of more components in the model often
statistically fit the data better, the additional components were often of negligible concentration or
had a high degree of uncertainty.
It is important to note that the two-component system should not be considered to assume that there
are only two discrete sediment binding sites, but that it allows for diversity among sites, where the
calculated parameters can be thought of as representing average values over a distribution of similar
sites with closely-spaced rate constants [58]. Each curve in Figs 3, 4, and 5 show two distinguishable
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features: a quickly dropping section that represents the rapid dissociation rate (kd1) of weak Ni-HA
complexes (c1), and the last part of the curve that lies almost parallel to x-axis, which can be attributed to slow dissociation (kd2) of strong Ni-HA complexes (c2).
4.4 Kinetic speciation of Ni in different molecular weight fractions of HA at pH 6

The speciation parameters of Ni, in Table 1, show that 67% of the total Ni (7.0×10-6 M) was dynamic
in the unfiltered solution at pH 6. However, the concentration of dynamic complexes of Ni increased
with the removal of HA of molecular weight higher than 300 kDa from the experimental solution. It
was found that 1.2×10-6 M of total Ni were associated with HA of molecular weight higher than 300
kDa. The increase in dynamic Ni complexes with the removal of HA of molecular weight more than
300kDa indicates that Ni probably formed relatively stronger complexes with HA of molecular
weight higher than 300 kDa at pH 6.0. The concentration of dynamic complexes of Ni remained almost unchanged even after the removal of HA of different molecular weights (in between 300-50
kDa). This indicates that there was very little association of Ni with HA of molecular weight in between 300-50 kDa at pH 6. However, a major fraction of Ni was found to associate with HA of molecular weight in between 30-10 kDa. The concentrations of dynamic complexes of Ni with HA of
molecular weight in between 30-10 kDa were found to be 65% of the total concentrations of Ni. It is
interesting to note that the dissociation rate constants of Ni-HA (30-10 kDa) were slow and probably
indicating their higher stability. The higher stability of Ni complexes with HA of molecular weight
of 30-10 kDa increases the association of Ni in this fraction of HA at pH 6. The association of Ni
with HA of molecular weight in between 5-1 kDa was high and the stability of these complexes was
high with slow dissociation rate constant (Table 1). A concentration of of Ni (0.91uM) was present in
the solution along with HA of molecular weight less than 1 kDa. The major part of total concentration of Ni in this solution was expected to be bioavailable at pH 6.
A major fraction of Ni was mainly associated with three different molecular weight fractions of HA
(< 300 kDa, 30-10 kDa and 5-1 kDa). The Ni complexes with HA of molecular weight in between
300-100 kDa were comparatively less stable than the Ni complexes with HA of molecular weight in
between 30-10 and 5-1 kDa at pH 6.
It is well known that the binding capacity of metals by HA increases with the increasing pH of the
medium. The concentrations of Ni associated with HA of molecular weight higher than 300 kDa was
high at pH 6 followed by at pH 7 and the concentration of Ni associated with HA (molecular weight
higher than 300 kDa) was found to be lowest at pH 8. Concentrations of Ni associated with HA (of
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molecular weight higher than 300 kDa) depend mainly on two factors a) complexing capacity of Ni
by HA b) concentration of HA of particular molecular weight at that pH.
At lower pH (pH=6), the aggregational property of HA predominates and the concentrations of HA
of higher molecular weight become high. Thus, Ni was found to associate more with HA of higher
molecular weight (>300 kDa) at pH 6. At higher pH (pH=8), disaggregational property HA predominates and more metal binding sites become available and thus, Ni associated with HA of lower molecular weight predominate at pH 8. The aggregation/ disaggregation properties and metal binding
capacity of HA play a crucial role in controlling distribution of Ni in different molecular weight fraction of HA.
4.5 Kinetic speciation of Ni in different molecular weight fractions of HA at pH 7

The kinetic speciation parameters of Ni-HA (of different molecular weight fraction) at pH 7 (Table
1) show that 54.3% of the total Ni (6.9×10-6 M) was dynamic (with dissociation rate constant, kd1,
2.1 × 10-3 s-1 in the unfiltered solution at pH 7. The combination of ultrafiltration technique followed
by competing ligand exchange method suggests that the nature of Ni complexes with HA of molecular weight higher than 300 kDa were mainly dynamic in nature and 0.6×10-6 M of total Ni were associated with HA of molecular weight higher than 300 kDa.
A major fraction of Ni was found to associate with HA of molecular weight in between 30-10 kDa.
The higher stability and slow dissociation rate constant (6.8 × 10-4 s-1) of Ni complexes with HA of
molecular weight of 30-10 kDa increased the association of Ni with this fraction of HA at pH 7. It is
interesting to note that Ni preferred to undergo complexation with HA of molecular weight in between 30-10 kDa both at pH 6 and 7. However, the concentration of Ni associated with HA of molecular weight in between 30-10 kDa at pH 8 was low.
The association of Ni with HA of molecular weight < 1 kDa was high at pH 7. The kinetic extraction
study suggests that the stability of Ni-HA (molecular weight less than 1 kDa) complexes was high
with slow dissociation rate constants (3.4 × 10-4 s-1) was observed. A concentration of Ni (1.8×10-6
M) was present in the solution along with HA of molecular weight less than 1 kDa. The major part of
the total concentration of Ni in this solution is expected to be less dynamic in nature compared to the
Ni-HA complexes at pH 6. A similar observation was obtained. The dissociation rate constant of NiHA complexes (HA of molecular weight lower than 1 kDa) was slower at pH 7 (3.4 × 10-4 s-1) than
pH 6 (5.0 × 10-3 s-1). Major fractions of Ni were mainly associated with three different molecular
weight fractions of HA (50-30 kDa, 30-10 kDa and <1 kDa) at pH 7.
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4.6 Kinetic speciation of Ni in different molecular weight fractions of HA at different 8

The kinetic speciation parameters of Ni-HA (of different molecular weight fraction) at pH 8 are presented in Table 1. It was found that 48% of the total Ni (7.0µM) was dynamic (with dissociation rate
constant, kd1, 2.7 × 10-3 s-1 in the unfiltered solution at pH 8. The combination of ultrafiltration technique followed by competing ligand exchange method suggests that low concentration of Ni (0.4
×10-6 M) complexes were associated with HA of molecular weight higher than 300 kDa.
A major fraction of Ni (2.7×10-6 M) was found to associate with HA of molecular weight in between
5-10 kDa and 2.0×10-6 M of Ni was found to associate with HA of molecular weight less than 1 kDa.
The higher stability and slow dissociation rate constant of Ni complexes with HA of molecular
weight of 5-10 kDa and <1 kDa of HA increased the association of Ni with this fractions of HA at
pH 8. It is interesting to note that Ni preferred to undergo complexation with HA of molecular
weight in between 30-10 kDa both at pH 6 and 7. However, the concentration of Ni associated with
HA of molecular weight in between 5-10 kDa at pH 8 was high. This is because of the aggregation
and disaggregation properties of HA and varying metal complexing capacity of HA at varying pH.
The association of Ni with HA of molecular weight < 5-10 kDa was highest at pH 8 follwed by HA
of molecular weight < 1 kDa. The kinetic extraction study suggest that the stability of Ni-HA (molecular weight less than 1 kDa) complexes was high with slow dissociation rate constants. A concentration of Ni (2.0 uM) was present in the solution along with HA of molecular weight less than 1
kDa. Major fractions of Ni were mainly associated with two different molecular weight fractions of
HA (5-10 kDa, and <1 kDa).
It is necessary to mention that humic substances are dynamic Combinatorial System of small, flexible molecules and rapidly tumbling molecular fragments that are loosely held together by weak, intermolecular forces in a colloidal state. Hence, the experimentally observed rate constants in these
systems may also be influenced by a variety of factors, such as the steric availability of ML and unfolding of the humic molecules, in addition to the dissociation of ML. Coordination sites that are
sterically ‘hidden’ inside humic molecule would proceed via (1) dissociation of ML, (2) diffusion of
M out of the molecule, and (3) reaction of M + Chelex. However, these factors would also be expected to affect the results from experimentally measured dissociation rate constants.
The combination of ultrafiltration technique with competing ligand exchange method is providing a
better understanding of interactions between Ni and different molecular weight fraction of humic
acid (HA) at varying pH. This study suggests that the concentrations of aggregated HA (HA with
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higher molecular weight) become high at acidic condition (lower pH). However, the molecular
weight of HA gradually decreases with the increasing pH. The disaggreagation property of HA
which involve the release of monomers from the surface of the aggregates produces HAs of different
intermediate molecular weight with different Ni complexing capacity. It is observed that Ni prefers
to form strong complexes with HAs of lower molecular weight at higher pH but it usually forms
weak complexes with HA of higher molecular weight.
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Caption and Legends for figures:
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the ultrafiltration system.
Figure 2. Dynamic behaviour of humic acid: variation of humic acid concentrations (of different molecular weight) as a function of varying pH.
Figure 3. Concentrations of Ni associated with different molecular weight fraction of humic acid at
three different pH.
Figure 4. Nickel-humate complexes (humic acid of different molecular weight) remaining undissociated in the model solutions as function of time, determined by ICP-MS: ( ) unfiltered solution;
( ), after filtration through 300 kDa; ( ), after filtration through 100 kDa; ( ), after filtration
through 50 kDa; ( ) after filtration through 30 kDa; ( ),after filtration through 10 kDa; ( )׀after
filtration through 5 kDa; ( ̶ )־after filtration through 1 kDa at T=23±2°C, pH 6.0 ±0.1
Figure 5. Nickel-humate complexes (humic acid of different molecular weight) remaining undissociated in the model solutions as function of time, determined by ICP-MS: ( ) unfiltered solution;
( ), after filtration through 300 kDa; ( ), after filtration through 100 kDa; ( ), after filtration
through 50 kDa; ( ) after filtration through 30 kDa; ( ),after filtration through 10 kDa; ( )׀after
filtration through 5 kDa; ( ̶ )־after filtration through 1 kDa. at T=23±2°C, pH 7.0 ±0.1
Figure 6. Nickel-humate complexes (humic acid of different molecular weight) remaining undissociated in the model solutions as function of time, determined by ICP-MS: ( ) unfiltered solution;
( ), after filtration through 300 kDa; ( ), after filtration through 100 kDa; ( ), after filtration
through 50 kDa; ( ) after filtration through 30 kDa; ( ),after filtration through 10 kDa; ( )׀after
filtration through 5 kDa; ( ̶ )־after filtration through 1 kDa. at T=23±2°C, pH 8.0 ±0.1
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